IT’S TIME TO HARNESS THE POWER OF AZURE.

The cloud presents both an opportunity and a challenge. You need a strategy that ensures you can rapidly migrate your data to where you need it, when you need it—while managing and protecting your data wherever it lives.

You need the power of Commvault and the peace of mind it brings with rapid recovery and ransomware protection.

ENHANCE AZURE VALUE WITH COMMVAULT

ONE VIEW

A single view of your data solves the visibility (and compliance) issue. Commvault software “sees” the data and indexes it, providing a single view into your data. You’ll be ready for GDPR and protect against Ransomware attacks.

DATA FROM ANYWHERE

Pull data into Azure from literally anywhere. With support for on-premises storage, hypervisors, applications, big data, SaaS, and other clouds, you get uniquely broad integration.

REDUCE RISK & COSTS

Automation & orchestration simplify operations. Eliminate the danger of human error and reduce hours of administration (not to mention the cost!) and leverage AI for self-adjusting backups.

MOVE WORKLOADS

Native integration speeds migration into Azure. Using Azure APIs eliminate 3rd party tools or plug-ins (agents).

COMMVAULT COMPLETE™ DATA PROTECTION

Adding Commvault to Azure (and to Azure Stack) makes sure your data is protected, recoverable and discoverable—no matter where your data lives. It’s the solution that transforms data management for hybrid cloud.

“Once viewed primarily as a tool for cutting IT costs, cloud technology is now a strategic driver and enabler of business performance and shareholder returns. Use it to build new competitive advantage, mitigate business risk.”

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

RISK & COMPLIANCE JOURNAL

“Once moving our enterprise infrastructure to the cloud, so we needed enterprise tools…from our experience of Commvault we knew it was the perfect fit… it would integrate perfectly with Azure.”

READ THE COMPLETE CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY HERE

“We didn’t find anyone that covered the scale we were working to, except Commvault…it is centralized with lots of sites covered by one management console…it has simplified things massively and allowed full visibility of data.”

READ THE COMPLETE CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY HERE

Learn more at www.microsoft.com/commvault

To see how Microsoft relies on Commvault CLICK HERE
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"We didn't find anyone that covered the scale we were working to, except Commvault...it is centralized with lots of sites covered by one management console...it has simplified things massively and allowed full visibility of data."